**Dormcon To Hold Elections For Important Voting Posts**

by Herbert Amster '56

The Dormitory Council has announced that elections for the voting positions of Dormitory Judicial Chairman, Dormitory Treasurer, Dormitory Social Chairman, and House Spirit Chairman will be held on Tuesday, March 1, at 8:00 p.m. in the event Hall at Baker House. All those interested in these important positions should be present.

**InsComm Studies Ethical Questions At Next Meeting**

A special meeting of InsComm will be held in the Burton House Room at 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday, March 2, to discuss several important questions. The discussion will focus on the role of InsComm in the community and the responsibilities of its members.

**American To Head Dormcon; House Comm Voting Today**

Herbert S. Amster '56 was elected chairman of the Dormitory Council in last Friday's elections. He received 529 votes while his opponent, Herbert W. Katz '56, received 101. The ballots were counted at 8:00 a.m. The results were known by 11:14 a.m. Saturday. Fifty-six percent of the dormitory population voted, Baker House turning out the largest percentage.

The separate elections for each of the housing groups, East Campus, Baker House, and Burton House, will be held today. The latest votes will be open from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. in Baker House, the candidates for house chairman are Morten D. Cohas '56, Irwin C. Gross '56, and Laurence A. T. Schlereth '56.

**TecH LiTercRy SIuPPLeMENt**

"Neither a borrower nor a lender be..." Shakespeare, Nov. 1, 1955

To be a contributor: The Tech Literary Supplement is interested in your achievements in both the fields of writing and art. Send your contributions to the Literary Supplement at The Tech, Room 302, Memorial Hall, before March 26.
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APO Elects President; will Have Smoker On Thursday

The college world

by Everett H. Trap '57

Travel and Orient, the world's greatest blood donor, has announced that it will be on display in the Photo Service Gallery, Basement of Building 11, M.I.T. Bridge Club. Master Point Championships. Baker House Cafeteria, Food Technology Department. Acquaintance Smoker for Class of 1958. Lecture Varsity Hockey Team. Game with Tufts College. M.I.T. Hockey Rink, 7:30 p.m.

- Elliott Mvers '58, Dick Rosen '58, Stanley Fenster '58, Donald C. Aucanip '57, Nelo Sekler '56, Adhar Mirchandani '57, David Bentley '58, Stanley Shapiro '58, William Cunningham '58.

Science Made Simple: NO. 2

Though this column is intended solely as a vehicle for well-temperedbole, it is required to me that I let me use this space from time to time for a short lesson in science. This is the most recent of a series by the same authors.


Library Colloquium. "The Black Rose" (Technicolor), with Tyrone Power and Orion Wells. Room 10-236, 3:30 p.m. Refreshments in Room 10-280 at 4:30 p.m.
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I. "Thin Shell Construction in Mexico." Mr. Felix Candela, Mexico City. Room 1-390, 4:00 p.m.

II. "Living in America and the United States." Mr. Abraham G. Duker. Hayden Library Lounge. 4:00 p.m.

III. "The Cultural and Religious Development of the American Jewish Community." Mr. Abraham G. Duker. Hayden Library Lounge. 4:00 p.m.

Mechanical Engineering Department. Seminar: "Recent Advances in Corrosion, Experiment and Theory." Prof. Howard W. Emmons, Harvard University. Room 3-378, 11:00 a.m. Coffee will be served in Room 3-347 from 10:30-11:00 a.m.

Chemistry Department. Lecture Series-III: "The Cultural and Religious Development of the American Jewish Community." Mr. Abraham G. Duker. Hayden Library Lounge. 4:00 p.m.

Calendar of Events

In contrast direct to the recent action at RPI (O WALTZ) it has been announced that the city of Leidiville that the first two years of college be offered "free of cost to high school graduates." The big problem is: where would the money come from?

Urgent!!! To all who want to attend M.I.T. COLLEGES WITHOUT TRYING!!! All pre-college students who do not fulfill all the eight simple rules which the college president set forth at a preceding meeting, but who want to attend M.I.T. College, will have to be regarded as a professed "colleges without trying." They have no rights or privileges of any kind, as the college president has decreed.

II. Reading a newspaper, clipping without the subject's consent. If, in bringing in clippings at random, he thinks it ethical to deal with his subject.

Ask for outside reading. You don't have to read it. Just ask. If he asks you to go to the subject's desk to be called at the end of the hour. He then asks you to tell the rest of the class his left and you sit there doing, anything he feels like writing (ability). Produces an extraordinary effect of perusing and using your name, you if you know he's written a book or something. He then asks to deal in name of others who work with him if he were to himself.

It is unfortunate that we have found two instances of inferior treatment of one of our faculty. First, the banning "suppose you are not interested in this subject." The second was a more serious instance, in that the teacher was accused of asking a highly important question in class, and if he were to himself.

I'm sure we are all aware of M.I.T.'s over abundance of buildings and lack of adequate facilities. I think most of us will agree that there is something which we should be doing to help them for the good of the institution. I think that this "mootness for the less" would be the rolling and planting of (growing) grass. The grass should be rolling and planting..." Seriously, Philip Press '57.

Charles Hayden Memorial Library from March 6-27. Hours: Informal Dance Committee. Dance-"Five Leagues under the Charles." Walker Memorial or at the door.

Requests for admission can be made at the door. For further information, see Mr. John Smith, Room 10-250, 4:00 p.m. Room 10-275, 4:00 p.m. Refreshments in Room 10-280 at 4:30 p.m.

When all is said and done, we should remember that the library is there for us to use as we please. Whether we use it for study or for relaxation, the library is a valuable resource to us all.

THE KIBITZER
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Dorm Council (Continued From Page 1)

for East Campus house chairman, Jane A. Robertson '50.

The candidates for the East Campus representative to Iacono's are Robert T. Christl '57, Joan T. Coleman '58, and Gerald Marzel '57.

Seven pans, today is the deadline for nominations for the following East Campus offices: secretary, treasurer, chairman, and the chairwoman of the permanent executive committee. The elections for these positions will be held at the East Campus house committee organi- nizational meeting on Tuesday, March 3.

By Lee S. Robertson '50

The opening heart lead was taken by the no, and doubled. West then bid count the hand. Since East had shown no spades, he passed. It seemed probable that West had most, if not all, of his high cards in clubs. East led a small club to re- suit the trump suit and ethnic a cross. This was the hand of the argument at least. But there were diamonds on the board and clubs in his hand, using all high cards. Finally he took the king of diamonds, and gave up the last trick to West. At all forces this hand, they, three diamonds, one club, one heart, and one spade, and the king of clubs for his slam. The hand was a nearly clas- sically good example of the cross-off. This is that seven can be made by another way of playing the hand, but it is nowhere near as foolish as the way the hand was played.

This week's winners at the MIT Bridge Club were Al Hahn and Paul Bartow, playing North-South, and Dick Kain and Mel Fritz, playing East-West.

BATTLE CRY

by Richard Tourte '56

BATTLE CRY Warner Brothers near perfect example of how to disembowel a good book, is now appearing at the Metropolitan Theater in downtown Bos- ton. Anyone interested in an enlighten- ing, moving, dramatic and informative view on security and secrecy as related to the Atomic Energy Commission will find this show, which plays until March 25, a good story is unravelled based on these personalities. The film, interestingly, leaves a few things out, and they aren't those subjects to the cen- sors' scions. The film omits the personalities and story so perfectly that director Robert Waldes has man- aged to create a world a whole story of a world ending sex secrets.

Poor Acting

Van Heflin, as Sam Huxley, does a creditable job of holding a cast of poor acting ability through the Grand- isonal and Tara's Gullings, but he has in a tough situation, leaves a few things out, and they aren't those subjects to the censors’ scions. The film omits the personalities and story so perfectly that director Robert Waldes has managed to create a world a whole story of a world ending sex secrets.
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Weightlifting Team Places; Meet Held In Walker Gym

The MIT weightlifting team was edged out for first by one point in the Eastern Intercollegiate Championships last Saturday as CCNY took the title. The meet, held in Walker gym was the first of its kind held in New England. CCNY compiled a total of 31 points while the engineers managed only 20 with Boston College, Drexel Institute of Technology, Eastern Nazarene College, University of Massachusetts, and University of Pennsylvania following in that order.

In the 125 pound class Stu Mases '58, took third with a total of 205 pounds. In the 152 pound class Ralph Warner '55, took the initial first for the engineers as he totaled 220 pounds. In the same division Roy Robertson '55, was edged for third by five pounds. Tom Alexander took second in the 181 pound class and clean and jerk by a wide margin. George Phillips '55, was first in the 200 pound class. The meet was the crucial division of the meet as Eric Thompson '56, was edged for second by CCNY. In the 185 pound class Art Bats '55, not only took first easily, but smashed the records in the press, snatch, and clean and jerk by a wide margin. Bigheart of Drexel also broke the press record and tied the clean and jerk record in the heavyweight division.

The engineers were unable to place in either the 108 pound or the heavy weight divisions but had a large lead over the third place team by this time.

This meet finished out the regular season for the musclemen. The national championships will be held in New York in a month and several team members will probably be entered in this event.

Cantabs Top Wrestlers; Season Record Ends 4-3

A strong Harvard wrestling team edged out the Engineer grapplers in their final meet of the season by a 15-0 score. Two pins gave the crimson their victory by a five point margin. Both teams won the four matches.

The meet was not decided till the last match of the day when Harvard's 240 pound heavyweight decisioned Tony Varita.

MIT started surprisingly well, winning the first two matches easily. Leading was Tom Simmonds completely outclassed his opponent to take a 3-0 decision. Captain Jack Graef wrestled fast and hard to pick up another decision and put the Beavers in the lead 2-1. Harvard evened up the score when Nick Dandol was pinned in the third period.

Tuch again regained the lead when Tom Callahan overpowered his man in the 147 lb. class. John Hirschi appeared certain to pick up an easy win at 167 pounds as he pushed the Crimson grappler all over the mat. Tony Varita, romping in the unlimited class, tried hard but could not make up for a 50 pound weight differential.

The freshmen wound up their winter season by taking only one match from a powerful Harvard team. Ray Ortler finished an unbeaten season when he took the only match of the afternoon for the Beavers. The final score stood at 22-5.

This was the last meet of the season and the Crimson have come up with a 4-5 record for the season. George Myerson was again coaching at Tech after an absence of four years and has done a good job with one of the teams generally considered weak in the NEIWA. The championships are to be held at Tufts March 4th and 5th.

CONVAIR (SAN DIEGO)

is coming to M.I.T., MARCH 10 and 11

TO INTERVIEW

ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS ABOUT TO GRADUATE

At Convair, in beautiful, smog-free San Diego, California, you will find the diversity of challenging, far-reaching projects that offers you the unlimited career opportunity you seek. This is young country, beautiful, exciting country—the very heart of the busy, vital aircraft and missile industries. And good, young engineers are needed now to grow with new, long-range aircraft and missile programs.

You will find the Convair Engineering Department a genuine "engineer's" engineering department—imaginative, energetic, explorative. You will discover the very latest engineering equipment, excellent working conditions, salary, personal job advantages, and opportunities for continuing education.

Remember these facts about Convair: Convair was awarded the Nation's first production missile contract and the first production contract for supersonic all-weather interceptors.

Convair has the greatest diversity of aircraft engineering projects in the country, including high performance fighters, heavy bombers, large flying boats, transports, trainers, seaplane fighters, vertical take-off aircraft and guided missiles.

Convair has a completely integrated electronic development program devoted to advanced development and design on missile guidance, avionic projects, radar systems and special cathode ray tubes.

Now you are invited to get full information about your career at Convair. Talk it over with our Convair Engineers on your campus soon.

GRADUATING CIVIL ENGINEERS interested in the field of aircraft structure are also invited to apply.

Graduate degree candidates in Engineering, Mathematics or Physics are invited to discuss Convair opportunities in the general field of advanced engineering analysis and design.

CONVAIR ENGINEERS WILL INTERVIEW ON YOUR CAMPUS

MARCH 10 and 11

arrange your personal interview through your Placement Bureau.

CONVAIR

A Division of General Dynamics Corporation

Sunny, smog-free San Diego on the coast of Southern California offers you a way of life judged by most as the Nation's finest for year-round climate, beauty and indoor-outdoor living. Sailing, fishing, swimming, golf, skiing, mountain and desert resorts, Hollywood and Old Mexico are all within minutes.
Beat Holy Cross, Lose To Huskies

The Beaver skaters split in two weekend contests, routing a Holy Cross sextet 8-4 while on the receiving end of Northeastern's 15-6 pounding. In both games the Engineers jumped to an early lead but were unable to hold it as the Beavers came back with five straight goals to take a 6-5 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Huskies 5-2 in the second period and 11-4 to the final period to gain their second decision of the year against the Engineers. In the Crusade game, the Huskies have a 5-0 lead before the Engineers. In the Crusade game, the Engineers scored in the final minute of the second period making the tally 9-6. After two more Northeasters scored early in the last period, Sullivan got his second score of the game. Harold Wells scored late in the period to make the final score 12-6. Several fights broke out in the second period as the Huskies had found a long time. Wells and Sullivan each had six points to lead the Engineers to their fourth victory in the last five games.

Huskies Score Nine Straight

The Northwestern team proved to be the best skating team that the Beavers had faced in a long time, with Geor gether scoring the Beavers a 1-0 lead at the end of the second period. Wells completed his "hat trick" at 1.16 of the last period to make the final score 13-4. Wells and Sullivan each had six points to lead the Engineers to their fourth victory in the last five games.

E Agnostics Start with a Score at 1:56

Sullivan had another goal and two assists in this period and Captains Karl Wells had two goals and one assist. Gus Schwartz '56, Felch Hommer '56 andBuf Goodison '57 rounded out the scoring in the period. Harold Duvigne '77, Schwartz, Goodison and Bill Paterson '57 gave wells the Beavers a 1-0 lead at the end of the second period. Wells completed his "hat trick" at 1.16 of the last period to make the final score 13-4. Wells and Sullivan each had six points to lead the Engineers to their fourth victory in the last five games.

In the Crusade game, the Engineers had a 5-0 lead before the Elites scored. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead. The visitors outscored the Crusaders straight scores to take a 5-3 first period lead.
Applications For Deferments Must Be Filed Soon

Students who wish to be deferred in Class 2-S by the Selective Service System must file their forms to the next academic year. The General Accounting Officer for the current academic year must fill out a set of SSS Forms 109 and send it to the local draft boards. These forms are sent annually to the local boards and must be on file. This office has a supply of these forms and many students have already filed. In connection, a questionnaire will be distributed to all students who have not filed a request for continuation of Class 2-S deferment.

In this connection, a questionnaire is sent to each Local Board a letter requesting proper notification of each Local Board and show the students' last known address. These forms are sent annually to the Local Boards and this procedure will be continued. These forms are sent annually to the Local Boards and show the students' last known address. These forms are sent annually to the Local Boards and show the students' last known address. These forms are sent annually to the Local Boards and show the students' last known address.

Almost all Class 2-S deferments have an expiration date in June or July. However, students should not be surprised if they do not receive an extension of classification until later in the summer when the Boards have had a chance to make their decisions. In other words, the Boards are required to reconsider the classification of each student after receipt of Form 109 and a letter requesting continuation of Class 2-S deferment.

It should be emphasized that headquarters of the Advisory Committee on Military and Selective Service will be open during the entire summer and any student who has a question or receives a communication from his Local Board during that time should feel free to write to Mrs. Lofa. This applies particularly to students who receive SSB Questionnaires.

Any change of classification must be reported to this office by June 10.

Band Record
(Continued from Page 1)
and discount of the free selections, displays a wide range of value. The L&M. Girls: "I think L&M's filter is far superior to others. I made them my regular cigarette."